
Spellings 
Year 2

Summer 1

Week 4



after eye only
again fast parents
any father pass
bath find past
beautiful floor path
because gold people
behind grass plant
both great poor
break half pretty
busy hold prove
child hour should
children improve steak
Christmas kind sugar
class last sure
climb many told
clothes mind water
cold money who
could most whole
door move wild
even Mr would
every Mrs
everybody old

These are the Year 2 common 
exception words.
Our children are expected to 
be able to read and spell these 
words by the end of Year 2.



Spellings for week 2

door     even    every    everybody    eye     fast    

Use look, say, cover, write, check to practise learning these spelling words

Spelling word Attempt 1 Attempt 2 Attempt 3 Attempt 4

door

even

every

everybody

eye

fast



Use this week’s spelling words to complete these sentences.

1. All numbers can be divided into odd and __________.
2. I am going to invite ________________ to my birthday party.
3. “Can someone please open the ____________ !” screamed Ava.
4. “It’s not fair, she beats me _________ time we play” cried Tony
5. Muslim people have to __________ until sunset during Ramadan.
6. “He poked me in the _______ with his finger!” wailed Sydney 

angrily.

Challenge task

Can you write some sentences 
about your time in lockdown 
using your spelling words for 
this week?

door     even    every    everybody    eye     fast    



Try this strategy to practise your spellings 



Can you find the spelling words?



Tenses
The verbs in a sentence tell us what tense it is 
written in.Present tense

The present tense tells us that 
something is happening at this 
time – now. 
Verbs have no suffix OR have –s 
or –es added.

I play with my toys.
Grandad enjoys watching 
television.
The boys sit in a line.

Past tense

The past tense tells us about 
something that finished in the past.

Regular verbs end in the suffix –ed
BUT there are many irregular verbs 
that do not!

We cooked mum a special meal.
Dad ran down to the shop.
We ate lunch in the garden.



Are these sentences in the Past or Present tense

1. Hamza spells the words correctly.                         past or 
present

2. Mr Flavell cleaned his house from top to bottom.      
past or present

3. Everybody wanted to come to my show.                 past 
or present

4. Sarah found a golden coin in her garden. past 
or present

5. Miss Swann dances around her kitchen.                  past 
or present

6. The butterfly flew through my window.                  past 
or present

Task 1



Task 2

were



Task 3

roars



Task 4     All these verbs are irregular, you can’t add –ed to create 
the past tense



Task 5     Now try these SATs style questions

1.

2.



3.

4.


